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A. Fill in the blanks with correct form of the given verbs. 
    

Mr. Chan (e.g.)  went  to the park last Sunday.                                                                 

He (1.)   lives    ( live ) near the park. He (2.)    goes   ( go ) to the park every 

Saturday.   

    When he  (3.)    was sleeping    ( sleep ) on the grass,                                               

a dog (4.)     jumped    ( jump ) out. When he woke up, he could not  

(5.)    find         ( find ) his mobile phone. He saw a policeman and he said, “Help! 

I think someone (6.) stole  ( steal ) my phone.”                                                      

The policeman (7.)      helped     ( help ) Mr. Chan to find his phone. 

         They couldn’t find the phone after one hour of searching.                                                        

He (8.)    told    ( tell ) Mr. Chan to think carefully. Suddenly, the dog jumped out 

again. The policeman said, “I (9.)    know   ( know ) where your phone is.” Mr. 

Chan finally found his phone. However, it (10.)     was broken   ( break ) already. 
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B. Change the following sentences into passive voice.  Choose the correct 
answer. 

   e.g. Tom eats some eggs every day. 

         Some eggs are eaten by Tom every day. 

   e.g. Mr Lee read a newspaper yesterday. 

         A newspaper was read by Mr Lee yesterday. 

 

1. The teacher teaches us every day. 

A. We are taught by the teacher every day. 

B. Us were taught by the teacher every day. 

C. We were taught by the teacher every day. 

 

2. The boys cook fish in the kitchen. 

A. Fish was cook by the boys in the kitchen. 

B. The boys were cooked by fish in the kitchen. 

C. Fish is cooked by the boys in the kitchen. 

 

3. Susan met them last night. 

A. Susan was met by them last night. 

B. Them were met by Susan last night. 

C. They were met by Susan last night. 

 

4. Amy wrote a letter to her uncle. 

A. A letter were wrote by Amy to her uncle. 

B. A letter was written by Amy to her uncle. 

C. Amy was written by a letter to her uncle. 
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5. The singer sings songs with his friends. 

A. The singer was sang by songs with his friends. 

B. Songs were sung by the singer with his friends. 

C. Songs are sung by the singer with his friends. 

 

6. Mr Cheung taught me how to draw. 

A. I was taught how to draw by Mr Cheung. 

B. I am taught how to draw by Mr Cheung. 

C. Mr Cheung is taught by me how to draw. 

 

7. Someone cut down the tree last night. 

A. The tree was cut down by someone last night. 

B. The tree was cut down last night. 

C. Last night was cut down by the tree. 

 

8. Some people give out the rice to the poor. 

A. The rice was given out to the poor by some people.  

B. The rice is given out to the poor by some people. 

C. The rice is given out to the poor. 
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C. Use ‘who’ or ‘which’ to make a sentence with the given sentences.  

     Choose the correct answers.     

 

1. The rich man bought an expensive painting. It was drawn by a famous artist. 

A. The rich man which was drawn by a famous artist bought an expensive  
painting. 

B. The rich man bought an expensive painting which was drawn by a  
famous artist. 

C. The rich man bought an expensive painting who was drawn by a  
famous artist. 

 
2. Lily swims with us.  She is our classmate. 

A. Lily who she is our classmate swims with us. 
B. Lily who is our classmate swims with us. 
C. Lily swims with us who is our classmate. 

 

3. Hugo bought a cake in the supermarket.  It was very tasty. 

A. Hugo who was very tasty bought a cake in the supermarket. 
B. Hugo bought a cake who was very tasty in the supermarket. 
C. Hugo bought a cake which was very tasty in the supermarket. 

 

4. Thomas gave his dog some food.   He is kind. 

A. Thomas who is kind gave his dog some food. 
B. Thomas gave his dog who is kind some food. 
C. Thomas gave his dog which is kind some food. 

 

5. The storybook is interesting.   My father gave it to me. 

A. The storybook which my father gave to me is interesting. 
B. The storybook who my father gave to me is interesting. 
C. The storybook which my father gave it to me is interesting. 
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D. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs.  

e.g. Edwin likes   playing    (play) computer games. 

1. I heard mum cry / crying ( cry ) this morning. 

2. Keep walking ( walk )! The lake is just in front of us. 

3. Yoyo likes buying ( buy ) flowers. 

4. I always see Ricky swim / swimming ( swim ) alone. 

5. I decided to go ( go ) home because of the hot weather. 

6. It is dangerous to leave ( leave ) now. 

7. I am so embarrassed.  I want to run ( run ) away. 

8. Your mum is sick. Would you mind helping ( help ) me to sweep the floor? 

9. You need to pay ( pay ) for the toys before you leave the shop. 

10. Let us talk ( talk ) about the examination now! 
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E. Fill in the blanks below with the correct adjectives. 

1. I like to visit the Art Museum because there are many beautiful pictures from 

different    artistic     painters. 

2. Patrick is      humorous   . He always tells jokes and makes people laugh. 

3. Janice always has a lot of new ideas in her mind. She likes designing 

things. She is      creative   . 

4. She is very    kind/ helpful   to her friends and helps them with their 

problems. Also, she sometimes helps the P.1 and P.2 students when they 

need help. 

5. My PE teacher is     sporty   . He likes playing basketball and tennis and 

going hiking.  

6. Harry is a good group leader. He always works with his group mates and 

they support each other and do the great jobs together. I think Harry and his 

classmates are very     cooperative    . 

7. Ben is    outgoing   .  He always talks with people. He also wants to work 

outside. He wants to be a salesperson when he grows up. 

8. Andy is    organized   . He must plan well before he does everything. He can 

finish everything step by step. 

 

The End 


